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Long-Armed Cross-Stitch
Long-armed cross stitch is an embroidery 
technique which covers the ground cloth. 
Depending on the time period and place of use, 
you can cover the ground cloth completely, or 
partially. If you only partially cover the base 
fabric the general term for it would be voided 
work. Some really simple patterns are found in 
Assissi borders, which mark out a pattern in 
backstitch or double running stitch and then 
fill in the background with long-armed cross-
stitch. Pattern books published in the 16th 

Century often have patterns which would work 
up very well with this technique.

This shows several borders done in a mixture 
of styles, some long-armed cross-stitch, Italian 
cross-stitch and some punched work. 

The long-armed cross stitch is fairly simple 
and covers a lot of ground quickly. Unlike 
cross-stitches where you have to go back over 
the first round of stitches, the long-armed 
variety is finished all at once. 

Working the stitch
The stitch is worked by starting one complete cross-

stitch. That is the diagonal forward, plus the diagonal 

back. 

Then, when you are back in your starting position you 

take one forward stitch twice as long as it is high, and 

finish it with the regular return-stitch of the cross. 

In Swedish the term is ”tvistsöm” which describes the 

look of a twisted rope which the finished stitch 

produces.
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Illustration 1: Examples of Assissi borders at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum in London. Photo from 
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O292499/border-
unknown/

Illustration 2: The stitch diagram here is 
taken from West Kingdom's Needleworking 
Guild's webpage 
(http://wkneedle.bayrose.org/Articles/cross_
stitch_patterns.html) drawn up by Dame 
Christian de Holacombe
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The top row in the diagram describes the sequence of stitches. On the back the pattern is of straight 
up and down dashes, which as you make more rows becomes long lines.

The second row in the diagram shows that the stitch can be worked left-to-right and right-to-left and 
often was worked in this way to quickly cover ground without having to fasten the thread at the end 
of the row and then start over at the other side.

The third row in this diagram demonstrates how the long-armed cross-stitch also can be done 
vertically.

Variations
Some examples have the stitches going all the same way (left-to-right for example) and some 
examples have the stitches going alternately left-to-right and right-to-left, and there are also 
examples of stitches going horizontal and vertical all intermingled. It is sometimes not clear why, 
and sometimes it is clearly to cover the ground of the pattern as efficiently as possible. For example 
if the pattern calls for a single row going vertically, doing the stitches in a horizontal configuration 
would use up more thread and be more complicated to work.

This example from the V&A shows different directions of the stitch clearly, plus a very fine drawn-
thread hem-stitch.

Besides the examples above, there are extant items from the 13th and 14th centuries, cushions 
covered with long-armed cross-stitch motifs, more on that on the West Kingdom Needleworker's 
article http://wkneedle.bayrose.org/Articles/cross_stitch_patterns.html 

There are also a few heraldic pouches from the 14th Century at the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
which seems to be done in this stitch. More on those at Medieval Silkwork blog: http://m-
silkwork.blogspot.se/2010/06/heraldic-pouches-continued.html 

The legend that is Richard Wymarc has details on a 15th Century border with text done all in long-
armed cross-stitch on his website A Stitch Out of Time: http://www.wymarc.com/asoot/asoot.php?
show=crossPatterns
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Illustration 3: Photo by Lia de Thornegge, V&A Museum, 2010
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